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A B S T R A C T
Two fundamental challenges in local search based metaheuristics are how to determine parameter conﬁgura-
tions and design the underlying Local Search (LS) procedure. In this paper, we propose a framework in order to
handle both challenges, called ADaptive OPeraTor Ordering (ADOPT). In this paper, The ADOPT framework is
applied to two metaheuristics, namely Iterated Local Search (ILS) and a hybridization of Simulated Annealing
and ILS (SAILS) for solving two variants of the Orienteering Problem: the Team Dependent Orienteering Problem
(TDOP) and the Team Orienteering Problem with Time Windows (TOPTW). This framework consists of two main
processes. The Design of Experiment (DOE) process, which is based on a 2k factorial design, determines im-
portant parameters to tune and the best conﬁguration for those parameters. The ADOPT process accommodates a
reinforcement learning mechanism (based on Learning Automata) that calculates the probability of selecting an
operator of LS. The probability values would be used to generate a sequence/order of operators for the next LS
iteration, based on three diﬀerent ordering strategies: rank-based, random and ﬁtness proportionate selections.
Our computational results show the superiority of the ADOPT framework with the ﬁtness proportionate selection
strategy against other ordering strategies in solving benchmark instances. In general, SAILS with the ﬁtness
proportionate selection strategy is competitive and comparable to the state-of-the-art algorithms. The proposed
framework is able to improve the performances of both ILS and SAILS by discovering 11 new best known
solutions of the benchmark TOPTW instances.
1. Introduction
Metaheuristics are generic approaches that have been widely used
to solve various combinatorial optimization problems eﬃciently. Some
examples of metaheuristics are Iterated Local Search (ILS) (Lourenço,
Martin, & Stützle, 2003), Simulated Annealing (SA) (Kirkpatrick,
Gelatt, & Vecchi, 1983) and Tabu Search (TS) (Glover, 1989). The
metaheurictics’ parameters have a substantial impact on their perfor-
mances. This problem is called the automated parameter tuning problem.
Hoos (2012) highlights the importance of tuning parameters in con-
trolling the performance of metaheuristics.
There are several automated parameter tuning algorithms/conﬁg-
urators that have been proposed and implemented, such as ParamILS
(Hutter, Hoos, Leyton-Brown, & Stützle, 2009), F-Race (Balaprakash,
Birattari, & Stützle, 2007; Birattari, Yuan, Balaprakash, & Stützle,
2010), CALIBRA (Adenso-Díaz & Laguna, 2006) and SMAC (Hutter,
Hoos, & Leyton-Brown, 2011). However, only few of them to our
knowledge have paid suﬃcient attention to the importance of para-
meters, that is how sensitive a parameter value is to the performance of
the metaheuristic. They explore a large space of possible parameter
settings. In some cases, not all parameters are signiﬁcantly important
(Gunawan, Lau, & Lindawati, 2011). Instead of focusing on a large
space of possible parameter settings, the main focus should be on a
promising range of values for each important parameter.
Another important consideration in designing metaheuristics is the
Local Search (LS) procedure which is the underlying mechanism for
generating solutions iteratively from one or more possible neighbor-
hoods (Lourenço et al., 2003). The LS procedure consists of one or more
operators, such as SWAP, 2-OPT and others. For example, Cura (2014)
implements diﬀerent combinations of MOVE operators in order to eval-
uate the eﬀectiveness of operators in an Artiﬁcial Bee Colony (ABC)
algorithm. Hu and Lim (2014) apply the post-processing procedure that
involves seven diﬀerent operators in order to improve the solution of
the proposed algorithm, namely an Iterative 3-Component Heuristic
(I3CH) algorithm. The fundamental challenge of LS design with mul-
tiple operators is to determine the sequence of operators from one
iteration to another. In most cases, the sequence is fairly static and
myopic, based on some hill-climbing procedures, that is to say that the
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sequence is ﬁxed at the beginning and constant throughout the run of
the algorithm.
We propose a framework, namely ADaptive OPeraTor Ordering
(ADOPT), to enhance the performance of LS-based metaheuristics. In
this paper, the proposed framework is applied to two metaheuristics:
Iterated Local Search (Gunawan, Lau, & Lu, 2015a) and a hybridization
of Simulated Annealing and ILS (SAILS) (Gunawan, Lau, & Lu, 2015b)
for solving two variants of the Orienteering Problem, namely the Time
Dependent Orienteering Problem (TDOP) and the Team Orienteering
Problem with Time Windows (TOPTW). The OP has recently become an
interesting combinatorial optimization problem due to its widespread
applications, such as in logistics (Evers, Glorie, van der Ster, & Barros,
2014; Papapanagiotou, Montemanni, & Gambardella, 2014), tourism
(Gavalas et al., 2015; Verbeeck, Vansteenwegen, & Aghezzaf, 2014),
crowdsourcing (Chen et al., 2014; Liao & Hsu, 2013) and other various
research areas (Gunawan, Lau, & Vansteenwegen, 2016).
The proposed framework is basically a twin process of parameter
tuning and adaptive operator ordering/sequence. This framework is a
combination between oﬄine and online processes that each process
handles quantitative and qualitative parameters, respectively. In most
cases, the parameter values are ﬁxed by conducting preliminary ex-
periments or small-scale experiments. The sequence of operators are
also ﬁxed for the entire experiment.
Our work is inspired by other works proposed by Gunawan et al.
(2011), Misir, Handoko, and Lau (2015) and Gunawan, Lau, and Misir
(2016). Gunawan et al. (2011) introduce the concept of applying DOE
in order to deﬁne the parameter search space for important parameters.
Misir et al. (2015) propose an automated approach called OSCAR that
combines algorithm portfolios and online algorithm selection. The
challenge of applying a single type of operators at a time which is
commonly used in Adaptive Operator Selection (AOS) is also high-
lighted. Selecting from the pool of all possible combinations of opera-
tors might be beneﬁcial. Gunawan et al. (2016) extend the DOE concept
by designing a portfolio of parameter conﬁgurations for online algo-
rithm selection. This work only focuses on the parameter tuning pro-
blem. Our work combines both parameter tuning and adaptive operator
ordering.
For the parameter tuning process, we apply a Design Of Experiment
(DOE) approach, namely a 2k factorial design, to determine the im-
portance of k quantitative parameters so as to reduce the space of
possible parameter settings and focus on a promising range of values for
each important (statistically signiﬁcant) parameter. We then focus on
determining the best parameter conﬁgurations for parameters. Unlike
other conﬁgurators that provide a single value for each parameter, DOE
is able to provide a promising region of values for each important
parameter. Take note that this process is an oﬄine process where the
conﬁguration is selected after testing several ones on a set of training
instances.
The main process, namely Adaptive Operator Ordering (ADOPT),
extends the idea of Adaptive Operator Selection (AOS). AOS is an online
adaptive algorithm that adjusts the probability of applying operators,
treated as qualitative parameters, and select one suitable operator of
Local Search (LS) to the current solutions (Krempser, Fialho, & Barbosa,
2012). What distinguishes our work is that rather than selecting and
applying operators individually which is commonly used in AOS
(Wang, Cai, & Yin, 2016) or using a ﬁxed sequence of Local Search
operators at each iteration (Zhang, He, Luo, Qin, & Guo, 2015), we
focus on determining the sequence/order of LS operators at a particular
iteration. Some dependencies among operators may occur and multiple
operators may provide better results through interactions. The main
reason of using multiple operators instead of a single operator at one
particular iteration is that some operators are only responsible for re-
structuring the current solution without improving the solution quality.
The restructured solutions can provide opportunities for other operators
to make improvements in terms of the solution quality (Hu & Lim,
2014).
The core of ADOPT is to incorporate a reinforcement learning me-
chanism called Learning Automata for calculating the probability of
selecting the operators. A learning automaton is an adaptive decision
making unit that improves its performance by learning how to choose
the action (e.g. operator of LS) from a ﬁnite set of allowed actions
through repeated interactions with a random environment (Narendra &
Thathachar, 1989). The operator is selected based on a certain prob-
ability distribution of a set of operators. The operator probability values
depend on the reinforcement feedback from the environment. With this
selection, the probabilities of selecting successful operators are in-
creased at each iteration step, while the ones of unsuccessful operators
are decreased. Our mechanism models reinforcement learning domains
with a discrete action space (Masson & Ranchod, 2016). We compare
three diﬀerent selection strategies in order to generate a sequence of
operators: (1) random selection, (2) rank-based selection and (3) ﬁtness
proportionate selection (Roulette-Wheel selection). In a nutshell, our
work is situated between algorithm selection and algorithm portfolios
where a sequence of operators can be treated as a portfolio and the
challenge is to select a portfolio to perform in a dynamic setting during
search.
In summary, the main contributions of this work are as follows:
• The ADOPT framework is proposed to enhance the performance of
two diﬀerent metaheuristics through a twin process of parameter
tuning and adaptive operator ordering for solving two variants of
the OP, namely TDOP and TOPTW.
• We conduct comprehensive experiments in addition to the pre-
liminary version of ADOPT that is only applied to TDOP (Gunawan,
Lau, & Lu, 2016). We present more comparisons against the state-of-
the-art algorithms and an AOS algorithm, namely the Adaptive
Pursuit Algorithm (Thierens, 2009). To the best of our knowledge,
no existing work incorporates both automated tuning problem and
Adaptive Operator Ordering in solving the OP and its variants
(Gunawan et al., 2016). Our experiments also show that the im-
plementation of both parameter tuning and adaptive operator or-
dering processes leads us to better results compared with those of
individual process, either parameter tuning or adaptive operator
ordering only.
• Our computational results show the superiority of the ADOPT fra-
mework with the ﬁtness proportionate selection strategy against
other ordering strategies: rank-based and random strategies. We
conclude that SAILS with the ﬁtness proportionate selection strategy
is competitive and comparable to the state-of-the-art algorithms in
solving both TDOP and TOPTW. We are able to discover 11 new best
known solutions of the benchmark TOPTW instances.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brieﬂy reviews the
related literature. Section 3 introduces the general framework of
ADOPT. Section 4 provides the descriptions of benchmark instances,
experimental setup, comprehensive computational results and the
sensitivity analysis of ADOPT processes. Finally, Section 5 gives con-
cluding remarks and suggestions for future work.
2. Literature review
This section is divided into three diﬀerent subsections for providing
us with a better understanding of the proposed framework. The ﬁrst
subsection summarizes the literature of the parameter tuning problem.
Since our framework is the extension of the AOS, we summarizes AOS
in the second subsection. Finally, we provide a short review about the
OP and its two variants, TDOP and TOPTW.
2.1. Automated parameter tuning
The automated parameter tuning problem is about conﬁguring a
given algorithm (target algorithm) to perform well on a set of training
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instances (Hoos, 2012). The objective is to ﬁnd the best parameter
conﬁguration of the algorithm. Eiben, Hinterding, and Michalewicz
(1999) deﬁne parameter tuning as ”the commonly practiced approach that
amounts to ﬁnding good values for the parameters before the run of the
algorithm and then running the algorithm using these values, which remain
ﬁxed during the run”. Hutter et al. (2011) distinguish two types of au-
tomated parameter tuning methods: model-free and model-based. In
the context of hyper-heuristics, the parameter tuning approaches are
classiﬁed under oﬄine learning hyper-heuristics (Burke et al., 2013).
We focus our review on one model-based method, namely Design of
Experiments. A full factorial design is a DOE approach that consists of k
parameters, each with discrete possible values. Experimental units
consider all possible combinations of these values across all such
parameters. It is able to investigate the importance of parameters
(Montgomery, 2005) and deﬁne the promising range values for im-
portant parameters. The most common full factorial design is a 2k fac-
torial design which is widely used in industrial experiments. It assumes
all parameters are at two boundary values, high and low values
(Balaprakash et al., 2007). The details of this design can be found in
Section 3.2. Some conﬁgurators, such as ParamILS (Hutter et al., 2009)
and F-Race (Birattari et al., 2010), require a range of values for para-
meters. In ParamILS, how to set the initial ranges is arbitrarily deﬁned.
Balaprakash et al. (2007) propose the improved version of F-Race,
namely Sampling F-Race. It uses another approach in order to identify
promising conﬁgurations in the search space by generating a set of
sampled conﬁgurations. Iterative F-Race is then proposed in order to
ﬁnd the best conﬁguration from the promising regions. CALIBRA
(Adenso-Díaz & Laguna, 2006) uses Taguchi’s fractional factorial ex-
perimental designs coupled with local search. However, it cannot be
used for tuning algorithms with more than ﬁve parameters.
Adenso-Díaz and Laguna (2006) combine a factorial design with a
local search procedure in order to tune six diﬀerent algorithms for
solving machine scheduling problems. The proposed method, CALIBRA,
can only handle up to ﬁve parameters. Ridge and Kudenko (2007) apply
an in-depth DOE methodology for the performance analysis of Max-Min
Ant System (MMAS) for Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). Gunawan
et al. (2011) combine the DOE concept with existing parameter tuning
conﬁgurators, namely ParamILS and RCS, in order to tune algorithms
for solving TSP and Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP). Hoos (2012)
brieﬂy survey other algorithm conﬁgurations and parameter tuning
procedures.
2.2. Adaptive Operator Selection (AOS)
Eiben et al. (1999) distinguish oﬄine “parameter tuning” and online
“parameter control”. Operator Selection (OS) is similar to the latter
because it is online. Adaptive Operator Selection (AOS) has been used
extensively to solve complex optimization problems. It depends on how
we evaluate the performance of operators (the credit assignment) and
how we choose an operator for the next iteration (the operator selection
rule). One of popular adaptive methods is Adaptive Pursuit (AP)
method. In AP, we calculate the probability of selecting each operator,
and use a roulette wheel to select which operator to be picked.
Thierens (2009) introduces the AP algorithm for selecting the only
parameter of ILS: the perturbation step size. The algorithm selects the
perturbation step size for a single-constraint knapsack problem. It is
concluded that the results are almost the same with the ones of ILS with
the best perturbation size. Burke, Gendreau, Ochoa, and Walker (2011)
propose two adaptive variants of a multiple neighborhood ILS. Online
learning techniques are employed in order to select which perturbation
to apply iteratively from a set of diﬀerent MOVE operators. The proposed
algorithms are tested on four diﬀerent combinatorial optimisation
problems: permutation ﬂow shop, one-dimensional bin packing, max-
imum satisﬁability and personal scheduling problems. Experimental
results show that the adaptive variants outperform a baseline ILS with
the uniform random selection.
Francesca, Pellegrini, Stützle, and Birattari (2011) study oﬄine and
online tuning for Memetic Algorithm (MA) applied to the QAP. The
results show that the oﬄine tuning achieves a better performance than
the online tuning does. Soria-Alcaraz, Ochoa, Carpio, and Puga (2014)
deal with AOS in the context of the evolutionary algorithms. Their
proposed idea is to use metrics based on local characteristics of the
ﬁtness landscape surrounding a solution to measure the impact of op-
erators. They apply this idea to three problems, Onemax, Royal Stair-
case and Multiple Knapsack Problems.
An automatically conﬁgured algorithm selector, namely AUTOFOLIO, is
introduced by Lindauer, Hoos, Hutter, and Schaub (2015) for solving
several Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) problems, such as SAT, MAXSAT and
CSP. It addresses both algorithm selection and conﬁgurator problems.
Recently, Fréchette, Newman, and Leyton-Brown (2016) apply both
algorithm conﬁguration and portfolios using diﬀerent techniques.
Conﬁgurations are performed using SMAC (Hutter et al., 2011) and
portfolios are only created by a greedy approach. Gunawan et al. (2016)
design and compare multiple portfolios of parameter conﬁgurations for
online algorithm selection. The proposed approaches are applied to two
well-known combinatorial optimization problems, QAP and TSP.
However, only quantitative parameters are considered.
The area of heuristic search is studied in Operations Research,
Computer Science and Artiﬁcial Intelligence communities. Although
they share common goals, there is still little interaction among them
(Burke et al., 2013). In fact, AOS is the same with the problem of se-
lecting heuristic/metaheuristic, but at a diﬀerent abstraction level
(Krempser et al., 2012). The problem of selecting a set of low-level
heuristics is called hyper-heuristics. The aim of hyper-heuristics is to
increase the level of generality of solution methodologies by selecting
and/or generating heuristics automatically during the search process.
Hyper-heuristics are grouped into two classes: selection and generation
hyper-heuristics. Our study focuses on the selection hyper-heuristics. A
comprehensive survey of hyper-heuristics can be found in Burke et al.
(2013).
AOS is considered as an online learning hyper-heuristic that selects
the most suitable low-level heuristic (e.g. operator of local search) for
the current iteration. In the traditional hyper-heuristics, at any diﬀerent
iteration, we consider a set of low-level heuristics and select one of
them. On the other hand, some researchers also consider how to select a
set of operators at a particular iteration, namely a sequence-based se-
lection hyper-heuristic. Sabar and Kendall (2015) utilize the Variable
Neighborhood Descent (VND) algorithm as their local search. The se-
quence of four diﬀerent operators is randomly generated. Each operator
will be used until no further improvement. The searching process will
continue using the next operator in the sequence. However, there is no
feedback provided during the search process in order to regenerate the
sequence of operators for the next iteration. Take note that feedback
during the search process inﬂuences the decision in heuristic selections.
Other similar works can be found in works of Hu et al. (2006) and
Kheiri et al. (2015).
Cura (2014) also considers various combinations of MOVE operators
at a time for an ABC algorithm. As seen from the results, diﬀerent MOVE
operators contribute diﬀerently. In general, combining MOVE operators
may lead better results. However, their combined moves are ﬁxed.
Palomo-Martínez, Angélica Salazar-Aguilar, Laporte, and Langevin
(2017) propose a hybrid VNS with a ﬁxed order of local search algo-
rithms for solving the OP with mandatory visits and exclusionary
constraints.
Geiger (2010) highlights the importance of selecting appropriate
neighborhood operators in the search space. Some investigations rely
on a multi-operator search that combines diﬀerent operators in an ad-
ditive way. Several approaches choose randomly or pick promising
operators ﬁrst. Only two diﬀerent conﬁgurations of Variable Neigh-
borhood Descent (VND) are proposed for the single machine total
weighted tardiness scheduling problem. The operator is changed when
the investigated neighborhood fails to improve the current best
A. Gunawan et al. Computers & Industrial Engineering 121 (2018) 82–96
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solution. It is shown that most of benchmark instances are solved to
optimality.
2.3. Orienteering Problem (OP)
As mentioned in Section 1, the OP is one of latest combinatorial
optimization problems that has been studied and extended to many
diﬀerent variants. Its goal is to determine a subset and a sequence of
nodes to visit within a time budget so that the total collected score from
visited nodes is maximized. It is assumed that the collected scores can
be added and each node can be visited at most once. A comprehensive
survey on the OP including its mathematical model is presented by
Vansteenwegen, Souﬀriau, and Van Oudheusden (2011). Gunawan
et al. (2016) recently extend the survey by including more variants of
the OP and its applications. The OP and its variants are NP-hard.
In the context of Time Dependent OP (TDOP), the travel time be-
tween two nodes depends on the departure time at the ﬁrst node and it
only concerns with a single path. One common example is the combi-
nation of walking and using public transport that aﬀects the travel time
for tourist trip planners (Gunawan et al., 2016).
Fig. 1 illustrates an example of the TDOP solution where the number
of nodes to be visited=5 nodes. The travel time between each pair of
nodes is time dependent, which follows a speed model of Ichoua,
Gendreau, and Potvin (2003). In the speed model, the speed, and
therefore the travel time, of a journey depends on the time periods it is
traveling in and the arc category. For example, the travel time would be
higher during morning peak. For more details, please refer to Verbeeck,
Sörensen, Aghezzaf, and Vansteenwegen (2014). For illustration pur-
poses, we simplify the speed model by using only two diﬀerent speed
values during peak and oﬀ-peak hours. As we can see, node 4 is not
visited due to the time budget of 11. If we visit node 4, we may not be
able to visit more nodes.
Abbaspour and Samadzadegan (2011) introduce two adaptive ge-
netic algorithms for solving TDOP in the context of the city of Tehran.
In their algorithms, chromosomes with variable lengths are used.
Verbeeck et al. (2014) introduce a fast solution algorithm based on an
Ant Colony System with a time dependent LS procedure. Realistic
benchmark instances are also introduced.
The Team OP with Time Windows (TOPTW) considers multiple
paths when the service at a particular node has to start within a pre-
deﬁned time window (Labadie, Mansini, Melechovskỳ, & Calvo, 2012).
A visit to a particular node can only be made during its time window.
An early arrival leads to waiting time, while a late arrival is not al-
lowed. The Tourist Trip Design Problem (TTDP) is one of the TOPTW
applications (Gunawan et al., 2016). If the number of paths equals to
one, the problem is reduced to the OP with Time Windows (OPTW).
Both TOPTW and TDOP are NP-hard since OP itself is NP-hard.
Fig. 2 illustrates an example of the TOPTW solution with the
number of paths= 2 and the number of nodes to be visited=9 nodes
(excluding the start and end nodes). The time window for each node is
represented as 〈a,b〉, e.g. node 1 can only be visited within the time
frame 〈0, 5〉. As shown in Fig. 2, the ﬁrst node to be visited in the ﬁrst
path is node 1. The path then continues to visit nodes 3, 2 and 5. Note
that the ﬁrst path skips node 4 due to the time window constraint. It is
not enough time to reach node 4 after visiting node 1. The sequence of
visited nodes in the second path is nodes 8, 7, and 6. Only node 9 is
skipped. We assume that the time budget is 11 for each path.
Various algorithms that have been proposed to solve the TOPTW are
Iterated Local Search (IterILS) (Vansteenwegen, Souﬀriau, Vanden
Berghe, & Van Oudheusden, 2009), Ant Colony System (ACS)
(Montemanni, Weyland, & Gambardella, 2011), Iterative Three-Com-
ponent Heuristic (I3CH) (Hu & Lim, 2014) and others. Recently,
(Gunawan et al., 2015a) propose ILS for solving the OPTW, while
(Gunawan et al., 2015b) introduce a hybridization of SA and ILS,
namely SAILS, for solving the TOPTW. The latest exact algorithm based
on a Constraint Programming (CP) model is proposed by (Gedik, Kirac,
Milburn, & Rainwater, 2017). Take note that above-mentioned algo-
rithms only apply a simple way to determine the parameter values.
They are set either arbitrarily without any explanation or based on
OFAT (One-Factor-At-a-Time). For more details about the algorithms,
we refer to their original papers.
3. ADOPT framework
As described in Section 1, ADOPT consists of two processes, para-
meter tuning which is based on DOE and Adaptive Operator Ordering
(ADOPT) which is based on Learning Automata (LA). First, we describe
our two target algorithms in order to have a better understanding,
followed by the details of each process of the proposed framework.
3.1. Target algorithms
In this paper, we focus on two target algorithms, ILS (Gunawan
et al., 2015a) and SAILS (Gunawan et al., 2015b) that have been ap-
plied to solve the TOPTW. For simplicity, both algorithms with the
ADOPT framework are called Adaptive ILS (ADILS) and Adaptive SAILS
(ADSAILS). ILS is a simple yet powerful metaheuristic (Lourenço et al.,
2003). It consists of 3 components, LOCALSEARCH, PERTURBATION and AC-
CEPTANCECRITERION. Algorithm 1 summarizes the basic idea of ADILS. First,
we generate an initial solution S0 (line 2) and apply LOCALSEARCH to up-
date S0 and reach the best solution so far ∗S (lines 3–4). In the context of
our case studies, the construction is done by generating a set of all
feasible candidate nodes that can be inserted. Since the set is very large,
we only take f possible insertions according to the beneﬁt of insertion
(Gunawan et al., 2015a). The main idea is to insert as many nodes as
possible (Gunawan et al., 2015b).
Fig. 1. A visual illustration of the TDOP.
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Algorithm 1. ADAPTIVE ITERATED LOCAL SEARCH (ADILS)
1: Set ←t 0 // iteration 0
2: Generate an initial solution S0
3: S0 ← LOCALSEARCH(S0) using a particular ordering strategy
4: ∗S ← S0
5: NOIMPR ← 0
6: repeat
7: ← +t t 1
8: S0 ← PERTURBATION(S0)
9: S0 ← LOCALSEARCH(S0) using one particular ordering strategy
10: if S0 better than ∗S then
11: ∗S ← S0
12: NOIMPR ← 0
13: else
14: NOIMPR ← NOIMPR + 1
15: endif
16: if (NOIMPR+ 1) MOD THRESHOLD1 = 0 then
17: S0 ← ∗S
18: endif
19: until termination condition is met
20: return ∗S
We apply PERTURBATION and LOCALSEARCH to reach S0 at iteration t (lines
8–9). Two diﬀerent PERTURBATION steps are implemented: EXCHANGEPATH
and SHAKE (Gunawan et al., 2015b). If the number of iterations without
improvement, NOIMPR, is larger than THRESHOLD2 and (NOIMPR + 1) Mod
THRESHOLD3 equals to 0, EXCHANGEPATH is executed; otherwise, SHAKE is
selected. In LOCALSEARCH, we run six diﬀerent operators, as shown in
Table 1. The sequence of the operators depends on a particular ordering
strategy (the operator selection rule) that would be described in Section
3.3.
SWAP1 is deﬁned by swapping two visited nodes within one parti-
cular path with the lowest remaining travel time. All possible combi-
nations are examined until we ﬁnd the one that increases the remaining
travel time of that path. The same idea is applied to two diﬀerent paths.
This operator is SWAP2. 2-OPT is implemented by choosing one path with
the lowest remaining travel time. We enumerate all possible combina-
tions of selecting two diﬀerent nodes and reverse the sequence of
scheduled nodes as long as there is no constraint violation. The operator
is accepted if it can increase the remaining travel time of the selected
path. This would be terminated until no improving move is found.
Reallocating one node from one path to another path is performed
by MOVE. It is started from the ﬁrst scheduled node from the ﬁrst path.
This node will be inserted to another path by implementing the concept
of the Roulette-Wheel Selection method. The method depends on the
probability of being selected which is calculated by dividing the square
of the utility score of that node with the diﬀerence of the total time
spent before and after the reallocation. INSERT, is applied by inserting
one unscheduled node to a particular path. The same concept of the
Roulette-Wheel Selection method is used. In the last operation REPLACE,
one scheduled node is replaced with one unscheduled node. We select a
path with the highest remaining travel time and select one unscheduled
node with the highest score. we examine whether each node within the
selected path can be replaced by the unscheduled node. For more de-
tails about the operators, we refer to the original papers (Gunawan
et al., 2015a, 2015b).
Note that among six operators, only INSERT and REPLACE may change
the objective function value. The rest would only increase or decrease
the total remaining travel time compared with the time budget.
Therefore, by arranging the sequence of operators adaptively, we ex-
pect more nodes can be allocated.
If S0 passes ACCEPTANCECRITERION (e.g. to obtain a better solution), it
becomes ∗S ; otherwise, we return to S0 (lines 10–15). The intensiﬁca-
tion strategy is included in ADILS. If ∗S is not updated for a certain
number of iterations, ((NOIMPR+ 1) MOD THRESHOLD1 = 0), we restart the
search from the best found solution, ∗S (lines 16–17).
Algorithm 2. ADAPTIVE SAILS (ADSAILS)
1: Set ←t 0 // iteration 0
2: Generate an initial solution S0
3: S0 ← LOCALSEARCH(S0) using one particular ordering strategy
4: ′S ← S0
5: ∗S ← S0
6: Temp← T0
7: NOIMPR ← 0
Fig. 2. A visual illustration of the TOPTW.
Table 1
Operators of Local Search used in ILS (Gunawan et al., 2015a) and SAILS
(Gunawan et al., 2015b).
Operator Description
SWAP1 Exchange two nodes within one path
SWAP2 Exchange two nodes within two paths
2-OPT Reverse the sequence of certain nodes within one path
MOVE Move one node from one path to another path
INSERT Insert nodes into a path
REPLACE Replace one scheduled node with one unscheduled node
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8: repeat
9: INNERLOOP = 0
10: while INNERLOOP < MAXINNERLOOP do
11: ← +t t 1
12: S0 ← PERTURBATION(S0)
13: S0 ← LOCALSEARCH(S0) using one particular ordering
strategy
14: δ ← obj value of S0 - obj value of ′S
15: if >δ 0 then
16: ′S ← S0
17: if S0 is better than ∗S then
18: ∗S ← S0
19: NOIMPR ← 0
20: else
21: NOIMPR ← NOIMPR + 1
22: end if
23: else
24: r← rand [0, 1]
25: if <r δ Tempexp( / ) then
26: ′S ← S0
27: else
28: S0 ← ′S
29: end if
30: NOIMPR ← NOIMPR + 1
31: end if
32: INNERLOOP ←INNERLOOP + 1
33: end while
34: Temp← ×Temp α
35: if NOIMPR > LIMIT then
36: S0 ← ∗S
37: ′S ← S0
38: NOIMPR ← 0
39: end if
40: until termination condition is met
41: return ∗S
SAILS (Gunawan et al., 2015b) is a hybrid algorithm that combines
ILS and SA for solving the TOPTW. The SA algorithm requires three
parametersT α,0 and INNERLOOP.T0 refers to the initial temperature of SA.
α is a coeﬃcient used to control the speed of the cooling schedule
( < <α0 1). INNERLOOP denotes the number of iterations at a particular
temperature. We still keep track the number of iterations in total t since
it is related to the ADOPT strategy that would be explained in Section 3.3.
Algorithm 2 presents the outline of ADSAILS. Let ∗S S,0 and ′S be the
current solution, the best found solution so far and the starting solution
for each iteration INNERLOOP, respectively (lines 3–5). At the beginning,
the current temperature Temp is set to T0 (line 6) and would be de-
creased after INNERLOOP iterations by using a formula: Temp = ×Temp α
(line 34).
At each iteration, we apply both PERTURBATION and LOCALSEARCH (lines
12–13). We only accept S0 if operators are able to increase the re-
maining time spent or increase the objective function value. However,
this S0 may not be better than ∗S , therefore we modify the
ACCEPTANCECRITERION (lines 15–31). ADSAILS may accept a worse solution
with a probability that changes over time in order to escape from a local
optimum (lines 25–26). ADSAILS also includes the intensiﬁcation strategy
(lines 35–38) as used in ADILS.
3.2. Design of Experiment (DOE)
The key idea of this process is to determine important parameters.
By doing so, we reduce a large space of possible settings and focus on a
promising range of values for each important parameter. Each unim-
portant parameter is set to a constant value. Given a target algorithm
with a set of quantitative parameters, = …PR Pr Pr{ , , }PR1 | | , each para-
meter ∈Pr PRi (discrete or continuous) lies within its lower bound LBPri
and upper boundUBPri values. By using the ﬁxed-width discretization of
each parameter Pri, we have a set of values, DPri. The conﬁguration
space C involves = × …C D D D| | | | | | |Pr Pr Pr |PR1 2 | | possible parameter con-
ﬁgurations.
It is computationally expensive to evaluate each ∈c Ci on instances.
Since there are many parameter settings to be investigated, we apply a
2 PR| | factorial design (Montgomery, 2005) in order to screen and de-
termine important parameters. This is called the screening phase.
Table 2 illustrates an example of a 2 PR| | factorial design with
=PR| | 2. In this design, each parameter ∈Pr PRi has two diﬀerent
values or levels, denoted as + 1 (high) and −1 (low). Therefore,
there are four possible conﬁgurations: −Pr ( 1)1 −Pr ( 1),2
+ − − +Pr Pr Pr Pr( 1) ( 1), ( 1) ( 1)1 2 1 2 and Pr1 + +Pr( 1) ( 1)2 . For each conﬁg-
uration, we run the target algorithm n replicates. To simplify, the no-
tations p p p, ,1 2 3 and p4 represent the observation (the total objective
function value) of all n replicates taken at the above-mentioned con-
ﬁgurations, respectively.
In order to estimate the average of a parameter eﬀect, we then
calculate the diﬀerence between the averages of the observations at the
high and low levels of Pr1 and Pr2 using Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively.
For example, Eq. (1) calculates the average of parameter Pr1 eﬀect by
taking the average of the diﬀerence between (p4 + p2) and (p3 + p1).
The former represents the observation at the high level of Pr1 and the
latter represents the observation at the low level of Pr1.
= + − −Pr
n
p p p p1
2
[ ]1 4 2 3 1 (1)
= + − −Pr
n
p p p p1
2
[ ]2 4 3 2 1 (2)
The parameters are then ranked based on the absolute value of Pri .
The signiﬁcance of each parameter Pri is determined by conducting a
statistical test of Pri with a signiﬁcance level, α = 5%. The output of
this phase is a set of statistically signiﬁcant parameters M ( ⊆M PR).
This set of signiﬁcant parameters is treated as a set of important
parameters. The most important parameter has the highest absolute
value of Pri .
For the remaining non-signiﬁcant (unimportant) parameters, their
values are set to a constant value by considering the sign of the values
of Pri . If the objective function of the target algorithm is a maximizing
function, the value of parameter Pri should be set to its upper bound
value. This concept is illustrated with the following example. We have
an objective function of maximizing = +Z X X2 31 2, the values of X1 and
X2 are set to either −1 or 1. We deﬁnitely set X1 and X2 values to 1,
instead of −1.
We continue to the exploration phase with the purpose of de-
termining the optimal region of a set of important parameters M. We
apply the standard approach for linear model checking and diagnosis
(Montgomery, 2005). The algorithm is run with respect to the para-
meter conﬁguration space which contains 2M| | possible parameter con-
ﬁgurations and an additional setting deﬁned by the centre points of M| |
important parameters. The centre point of a particular parameter is
deﬁned by taking the average of both lower and upper bound values.
By adding centre points, we conduct the interaction and curvature
tests. The former is mainly on testing whether any interaction between
Table 2
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parameters, while the latter focuses on testing whether the linear model
is adequate. The linear model can still be held as long as both tests are
not statistically signiﬁcant. Otherwise, we assume that the optimal re-
gion has been reached. If the linear model still exists, we continue the
process by applying the steepest ascent in the direction of the maximum
increase since the objective function value is a maximizing function
(Montgomery, 2005). The idea is to adjust the values of lower and
upper bounds and bring us closer to the optimal region.
From the statistical point of view, if either interaction or curvature
exists, we have reached the optimal region so the linear model is no
longer valid (Montgomery, 2005). We then generate a set of possible
values for each important parameter by using the ﬁxed-width dis-
cretization. The target algorithm is then run with diﬀerent combination
values of important parameters in order to ﬁnd the best parameter
conﬁguration.
In this paper, ADILS consists of 4 parameters: f, THRESHOLD1, THRESHOLD2
and THRESHOLD3 that need to be tuned. For ADSAILS, we focus on applying
DOE to other three parameters, α T, 0 and MAXINNERLOOP. An example is
provided in Section 4.2.1 in order to have a clear understanding of this
DOE process.
3.3. Adaptive Operator Ordering (ADOPT)
After determining the values of parameters PR, the second process
of our framework is to generate the sequence of LS operators used in
both algorithms adaptively. We focus on determining the sequence of
operators in LOCALSEARCH. Note that each iteration t refers to the appli-
cation of LOCALSEARCH with a particular operator ordering strategy that
would be explained in Sections 3.3.1,2,3.3.3. One of them is the random
selection strategy, where it generates the order of operators randomly.
Fig. 3 shows an example how the sequences of operators are arranged
by ADOPT in two consecutive iterations. At iteration t, operator 1 is
chosen ﬁrst, followed by operators 2, 3 and 4. Each operator is applied
with its own criterion as explained in Section 3.1. For example, SWAP1
is executed by swapping two scheduled nodes within one particular
path with the lowest remaining travel time. All possible combinations
of swapping two diﬀerent nodes will be examined. This operator will
only be executed if it increases the remaining travel time of the path. At
iteration ( +t 1), we again apply the same strategy (e.g. random selec-
tion) in order to generate a sequence. Here, the sequence is operators 1,
4, 3 and 2.
We propose an adaptive learning method based on Learning
Automata (LA) in order to calculate the probability of selecting the
operators for the next iteration. The probability value of each operator
depends on the performance quality after applying the operator. We
have a set of K operators, = …A a a{ , , }K1 , and a probability vector at
iteration
= … ∀ ∈ ⩽ ⩽ ∑ ==t P t P t P t a A P t P t, ( ) { ( ), , ( )}( : 0 ( ) 1 ; ( ) 1)a a i a i
K
a1K i i1 .
P t( )ai keeps the probability of operator ai being selected at iteration t.
Let = …R t R t R t( ) { ( ), , ( )}a aK1 be the reward vector. This reward vector is
an important component of the adaptive schemes, whereby operators
are rewarded according to their performances. In this paper, the reward
vector value is either 0 (for unsuccessful operator) or 1 (for an suc-
cessful operator).
We calculate the probability of selecting operator ai for next
iteration ( +t 1), +P t( 1)ai , using either Eq. (3) (for a successful op-
erator) or Eq. (4) (for an unsuccessful operator). λ1 and λ2 refer to the
learning rates used to update the selection probabilities. The ﬁrst one is
used to reward an action while the latter parameter is to penalize an
unfavorable action. After calculating the probabilities, we proceed to
generate the sequence of the operators.
+ = + − − −P t P t λ R t P t λ R t P t( 1) ( ) ( )(1 ( )) (1 ( )) ( )a a a a a a1 2i i i i i i (3)
+ = − + − − −−P t P t λ R t P t λ R t K P t( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) (1 ( ))[( 1) ( )]a a a a a a1 2 1i i i i i i (4)
In the context of hyper-heuristics, selecting the next operator can be
linked to the choice function of hyper-heuristics (Burke et al., 2013).
Cowling, Kendall, and Soubeiga (2001) propose diﬀerent choice func-
tions in order to measure how likely that low-level heuristic is to be
eﬀective and adaptively rank the low-level heuristics. However, only
one low-level heuristic is chosen at each iteration. It uses a roulette
wheel to select one operator at each iteration. Soria-Alcaraz, Ochoa,
Sotelo-Figueroa, Carpio, and Puga (2017) introduce another approach
which is based on Iterated Variable Neighborhood Descent (VND).
However, the orders/sequences of operators are ﬁxed and whenever an
improvement is found, the order is restarted from the ﬁrst operator. It is
only applied to the course timetabling problem.
In the following subsections, we describe three diﬀerent ordering
strategies called by LOCALSEARCH (the operator selection rule): (1) random
selection, (2) rank-based selection, and (3) ﬁtness proportionate selec-
tion (roulette-wheel selection). Take note that the initial probability
value of each operator i at iteration 0 is set: = ∀ ∈P a A(0) ( )a K i
1
i and
the initial sequences at iteration 0 for all strategies are set according to
the ones used in ILS (Gunawan et al., 2015a) and SAILS (Gunawan
et al., 2015b).
3.3.1. Random selection
In this strategy, we assume that = ∀ ∈P t a A( ) ( )a K i
1
i . We select the
order of the operators randomly at iteration t. We ignore whether op-
erators are applied successfully in the previous iteration; therefore, it is
not necessary to update the values of P t( )ai at each iteration.
3.3.2. Rank-based selection
Algorithm 3 shows the details of the Rank-based Selection strategy.
At iteration t, we generate = …∼ ∼ ∼∼A t a t a t a t( ) { ( ), ( ), , ( )}K1 2 where
⩾ ⩾ …⩾∼ ∼ ∼P t P t P t( ) ( ) ( )a a aK1 2 (line 1). The adaptation mechanism that
decides which operator to be selected is based on the sequence in ∼A t( ).
The operator with the highest probability value is always selected ﬁrst.
After we call a particular operator ai (line 3), the value of R t( )ai of
operator ai is determined which is a binary value, either 0 (for an un-
successful operator) or 1 (for a successful operator) (line 4). This re-
ward vector links to the credit assignment in the context of AOS. For the
OP, an operator is successful if it can either decrease the time spent in a
path in order to provide more times to visit other nodes or increase the
objective function value (total collected score). We then calculate the
probability of selecting operator ai for next iteration ( +t 1), +P t( 1)ai ,
using either Eq. (3) (for a successful operator) or Eq. (4) (for an un-
successful operator) (lines 6–8).
Algorithm 3. LOCAL SEARCH (RANK-BASED SELECTION)
1: Generate ∼A t( ) //at iteration t
2: for all ∈∼ ∼a t A t( ) ( )i do
3: Call the operator ∼a t( )i
4: Determine the value of ∼R t( )ai
5: if =∼R t( ) 0ai then
6: Update +∼P t( 1)ai using Eq. (4)
7: else
8: Update +∼P t( 1)ai using Eq. (3)
9: end ifFig. 3. An example of the sequence of operators at iterations t and ( +t 1).
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10: end for
3.3.3. Fitness proportionate selection
The details of the ﬁtness proportionate selection (roulette-wheel
selection) are summarized in Algorithm 4. Let = …A t a t a t( ) { ( ), , ( )}K1
be the sequence of operators at iteration t. The sequence of elements in
A t( ) is deﬁned as follows. AccumProb0 is initially set to 0 (line 1). The
accumulative of probability values of operator a AccumProb,i ai is cal-
culated subsequently by adding −AccumProba i( 1) and P t( )ai (lines 2–3).
In order to arrange the order of operators in A t( ), we generate a
random number ∼U rand (0, 1) (line 7) and ﬁnd operator aj such that
< ⩽−AccumProb U AccumProba aj j( 1) (line 8). The chance of selecting
operator i is proportional to the probability value P t( )ai . This is the
underlying assumption of the ﬁtness proportionate selection. This loop
is repeated until all operators are inserted in A t( ) (lines 6–12).
Each operator is chosen according to its sequence in A t( ) (line 14).
We then calculate the respective ∈R t( ) {0, 1} including +P t( 1) value
of the selected operator (lines 15–20). Once all operators have been
chosen, we go back to the main algorithm, ILS or SAILS in order to
proceed to the next iteration ( +t 1).
Algorithm 4. LOCAL SEARCH (FITNESS PROPORTIONATE SELECTION)
1: ←AccumProb 00
2: for all ∈a Ai do
3: ← +−AccumProb AccumProb P t( )i i a1 i
4: end for
5: = ∅A t( )
6: repeat
7: ←U rand (0, 1)
8: Find operator aj such that
< ⩽−AccumProb U AccumProba aj j1
9: if aj has not been included in A t( ) then
10: ← ∪A t A t a( ) ( ) { }j
11: end if
12: until all operators are included in A t( )
13: for all ∈a t A t( ) ( )i do
14: Call the operator a t( )i
15: Determine the value of R t( )ai
16: if =R t( ) 0ai then
17: Update +P t( 1)ai using Eq. (4)
18: else




We describe benchmark TDOP and TOPTW instances, including the
state-of-the-art algorithms for our comparison purpose. We also explain
how we set up the experiments and present the computational results.
Finally, we further investigate the performance of each process of the
ADOPT framework and their combinations.
4.1. Benchmark instances and approach comparison
4.1.1. TDOP
The characteristics of benchmark TDOP instances are summarized
in Table 3. The number of nodes varies from 21 to 102 nodes. The TDOP
instances are available in http://www.mech.kuleuven.be/en/cib/op#
section-23. Ant Colony System (ACS-TDOP) (Verbeeck et al., 2014) is
considered as the state-of-the-art algorithm. This algorithm obtains
high-quality results within small CPU times on benchmark instances.
Verbeeck et al. (2014) also report the mathematical model and optimal
solutions by the CPLEX solver. The excessive CPU time (e.g. more than
100 h) are required to solve larger instances. We compare our results
with the optimal solutions. The percentage deviations from optimal
solutions are then compared with those of ACS-TDOP.
4.1.2. TOPTW
Table 4 summarizes the characteristics of benchmark TOPTW in-
stances used in this study (Montemanni & Gambardella, 2009; Righini &
Salani, 2009). The TOPTW mathematical model can be found in
Vansteenwegen et al. (2009). All benchmark TOPTW instances can be
accessed via http://www.mech.kuleuven.be/en/cib/op#section-6. The
number of paths varies from 1 to 4.
There are several algorithms have been proposed for solving the
TOPTW (Gunawan et al., 2016). In this paper, we compare our pro-
posed algorithms, ADILS and ADSAILS against three state-of-the-art algo-
rithms: Iterative Three-Component Heuristic (I3CH) (Hu & Lim, 2014),
Iterated Local Search (ITERILS) (Vansteenwegen et al., 2009) and Ant
Colony System (ACS-TOPTW) (Montemanni et al., 2011). I3CH is considered
as the best algorithm among the above-mentioned algorithms. It has
been proven that I3CH outperforms other algorithms, such asITERILS
(Vansteenwegen et al., 2009), ABC (Cura, 2014), CP (Gedik et al., 2017)
and others.
We still choose ITERILS and ACS-TOPTW for comparison purpose. ITERILS is
considered as a fast and eﬀective algorithm. ACS-TOPTW is selected since
we also concern about the quality of the solutions. ACS-TOPTW is run
within 1 h of CPU time for each instance. We would like to show that
the ADOPT framework is able to work well in diﬀerent CPU times. The
performance of our algorithms is determined by calculating the per-
centage deviation from the optimal/best known solution for each
benchmark instance. All optimal/best known solutions are consolidated
from the above-mentioned state-of-the-art algorithms although we only
compare with three of them.
4.1.3. Algorithm setup
Our codes are written in Java. All experiments were carried out on a
personal computer Intel(R) Core(TM) with an i5 3.2 GHz CPU and
12 GB RAM. Because the original source codes of the state-of-the-art
algorithms are not available, we follow the same approach used by Hu
and Lim (2014). In order to ensure fair comparisons among algorithms,
we use the SuperPi benchmark to adjust the CPU time to the speed of the
computers used in other solutions. SuperPi is commonly used as a crude
Table 3
Benchmark TDOP instances (Verbeeck et al., 2014).









Benchmark TOPTW instances (Montemanni & Gambardella, 2009; Righini &
Salani, 2009).
Dataset Number of instances Number of nodes
Solomon (c100, r100, rc100) 29 100
Cordeau (pr01 - pr10) 10 48 to 288
Solomon (c200, r200, rc200) 27 100
Cordeau (pr11 - pr20) 10 48 to 288
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estimate of CPU speed. The performance of our machine is set to one
and other processors are estimated by multiplying with the single-
thread performance estimation, as shown in Table 5. For example, two
minutes of I3CH equals to 1.16 × 2= 2.32min using our processor. One
hour of ACS-TOPTW is equivalent to 0.39 × 3600= 1404 s.
The estimated value of ACS-TDOP (Verbeeck et al., 2014) is obtained
by requesting one of the authors to run SuperPi on their computer.
However, ACS-TDOP is run on a 4-thread computer, therefore the com-
parison of the speed of processors should be done carefully. ACS-TDOP is
the fact that it can beneﬁt from multiple threads. We will discuss the
details in Section 4.3.1.
4.2. Implementation of ADOPT framework
4.2.1. Implementation of DOE
For an illustration purpose, we present the DOE framework applied
to ADILS for solving the TOPTW. In the screening phase, a 2k factorial
design is performed in order to determine which parameters are sta-
tistically signiﬁcant/important, as explained in Section 3.2. Table 7 lists
4 parameters of ADILS. We select a set of training instances (Hu & Lim,
2014): “c203”, “c207”, “pr02”, “pr07”, “pr12”, “pr16”, “r102”, “r105”,
“rc107” and “rc204” with m=4. This DOE process is an oﬄine process.
Hu and Lim (2014) selected the same instances and carried out ex-
periments to tune some parameters by setting other parameters to
constant values (OFAT). The DOE result is shown in Table 6. Two sta-
tistically signiﬁcant (important) parameters with p-value< 5% are f
and THRESHOLD1.
The direction of adjustment for each parameter can be determined
by referring to the eﬀect values. For example, the most important
parameter f has the eﬀect value −0.984. Since our objective is to
maximize the total collected score from visited nodes, we adjust the f
range to a lower range; therefore, we decide to change its range to
[1,5]. This is also applied to the second important parameter,
THRESHOLD1, which is adjusted to [5,10]. On the other hand, for non-
signiﬁcant (unimportant) parameters (THRESHOLD2 and THRESHOLD3), we
set them to a constant value by referring to the sign of their eﬀect va-
lues. THRESHOLD2 has a positive eﬀect (= 0.050), therefore we set to its
higher value (= 20). THRESHOLD3 is set to 3.
We then proceed to the exploration phase for determining the op-
timal region of each important parameter. By adding centre points for
both important parameters, f and THRESHOLD1, we conduct a (22+1)
factorial design in order to test the interaction and curvature. It turns
out that the interaction between two parameters exists. On the other
hand, if the optimal region has not been reached, we apply the steepest
ascent algorithm in the direction of the maximum increase in the ob-
jective function value in order to adjust the range of important para-
meters.
The ﬁnal range and value of each parameter can be referred to the
third column of Table 7. Once we deﬁne the optimal range of both
important parameters, f and THRESHOLD1, we discretize the values of f
and THRESHOLD1, as shown in Table 8. In total, there are six diﬀerent
conﬁgurations. For the remaining parameters, we set THRESHOLD2 = 20
and THRESHOLD3 = 3. For each conﬁguration, each instance is run ﬁve
times. For each run, the percentage gap between the solution value
achieved by ADILS and the best known solution is computed. The average
gaps for diﬀerent combinations of f and THRESHOLD1 are summarized in
Table 8. This approach considers the interaction between both para-
meters since we consider both parameter values simultaneously. Based
on the results, the best parameter setting is as follows: f= 5, THRESHOLD1
= 10, THRESHOLD2 = 20 and THRESHOLD3 = 3. We follow the same sce-
nario in solving the TDOP by selecting 3 instances per dataset as our
training instances. In total, there are 21 instances from seven diﬀerent
dataset. The ﬁnal ranges and values are summarized in the last column
of Table 7.
For ADSAILS, we adopt the same parameter values (f, THRESHOLD1,
THRESHOLD2 and THRESHOLD3) from ADILS, as listed in Table 7. We focus on
applying DOE to other three parameters, α T, 0 and MAXINNERLOOP. By
using the same scenario and training instances of ADILS, we summarize
the ﬁnal values/ranges of all parameters in Table 9. MAXINNERLOOP be-
comes an unimportant parameter. The best parameter values are given
in brackets in Tables 7 and 9.
4.2.2. Implementation of ADOPT
After deﬁning the parameter values, we proceed to apply ADOPT in
order to solve benchmark instances. As described in Section 3.1 and
Table 1, we use six operators in Local Search. For the TDOP, we only
use SWAP1, 2-OPT, INSERT and REPLACE since TDOP only concerns with a
single path. Two operators, INSERT and REPLACE, contribute to improve the
quality of the solution, while the remaining ones restructure the current
solution that may provide opportunities for INSERT and REPLACE to make
improvements.
The sequence of operators presented in Table 1 is used as the initial
sequence of ADILS and ADSAILS that will be re-ordered based on three
diﬀerent selection strategies: random selection, rank-based selection
Table 5
Estimation of single-thread performance.
Algorithm Experimental environment Estimate of single-thread
performance
ADILS Intel(R) Core(TM) with an i5 3.2 GHz
CPU and 12 GB RAM
1
ADSAILS Intel(R) Core(TM) with an i5 3.2 GHz
CPU and 12 GB RAM
1
ACS-TDOP PC with an i5 2.6 GHz CPU and 8 GB
RAM
5.16
ITERILS Intel Core 2 with a 2.5 GHz CPU 0.92
ACS-TOPTW Dual AMD Opteron 250 with a
2.4 GHz CPU and 4 GB RAM
0.39
I3CH Intel Xeon E5430 with a 2.66 GHz
CPU and 8 GB RAM
1.16
Table 6
24 Factorial design result (ADILS for TOPTW).
Estimated main eﬀects and coeﬃcient for obj (coded units)
Parameter Eﬀect Coef SE Coef T p-value
Constant 4.610 0.03312 139.19 0.000
f −0.984 −0.492 0.03312 −14.85 0.000
THRESHOLD1 0.492 0.246 0.03312 7.43 0.000
THRESHOLD2 0.050 0.025 0.03312 0.75 0.453
THRESHOLD3 0.992 0.496 0.03312 14.98 0.720
Table 7
Parameter values of ADILS.







f [1, 10] [1, 5] (5)a [1, 5] (5)a
THRESHOLD1 [1, 10] [5, 10] (10)a [1, 5] (5)a
THRESHOLD2 [10, 20] (20)a (20)a
THRESHOLD3 [1, 3] (3)a (2)a
a Represents the best parameter value.
Table 8
Final parameter values for f and THRESHOLD1.
Conﬁguration =f 1 =f 3 =f 5
THRESHOLD1 = 5 2.58 2.33 2.76
THRESHOLD1 = 10 3.18 2.45 1.99
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and ﬁtness proportionate selection. Table 10 summarizes the ab-
breviations of our proposed algorithms. As a baseline, we also imple-
ment the ﬁxed sequence strategy (Gunawan et al., 2015a, 2015b), ADILS-
FIX and ADSAILS-FIX. The ﬁxed sequence refers to the static sequence
shown in Table 1. After conducting some preliminary experiments, the
learning rates for LA, (λ1 and λ2), are set to 0.5 and 0.01, respectively.
4.3. Computational results
In this subsection, we report a comprehensive analysis of the results
obtained by applying the proposed framework to TDOP and TOPTW.
4.3.1. TDOP results
Verbeeck et al. (2014) report that ACS-TDOP is executed in 5 times for
each instance. Therefore, we also follow the same scenario by executing
each instance in 5 runs. We collect the best deviation and average de-
viation values from 5 runs for each instance. The overall average of best
and average deviation values for all instances are denoted as BEST (%
GAP) and AVERAGE (% GAP), respectively.
We run our algorithms with diﬀerent CPU times for speciﬁc values:
1, 3, 5 and 10 s. Table 11 yields insights into the eﬀect of diﬀerent CPU
times. In general, ADSAILS performs better than ADILS. For CPU=1 s, BEST
(% GAP) values of ADSAILS are below 2% while those of ADILS are above 2%.
Similar observations are applied to other CPU times.
We observe that the results are further improved when the CPU time
is increased for all algorithms (Fig. 4). All algorithms obtain good re-
sults on benchmark instances since the values of BEST (% GAP) and
AVERAGE (% GAP) are between 0.00% to 4.30%. ADSAILS-AUTO is able to
deliver the best performance, except for AVERAGE (% GAP) with CPU=3 s.
We also run ADILS and ADSAILS with the Adaptive Pursuit (AP) algorithm
(Thierens, 2009). It is concluded that the solutions of the AP algorithm
are worse than those of rank-based and ﬁtness proportionate selection
strategies.
We analyze the results based on the group of instances by calcu-
lating BEST (% GAP) and AVERAGE (% GAP) values per dataset. Due to limited
space, Table 12 only summarizes the results of CPU=1 s. We exclude
the results of ADILS-AP and ADSAILS-AP. For datasets 1, 2 and 3 which are
considered small instances, all algorithms perform well, especially on
dataset 2. The optimal solutions are obtained for every run. For larger
instances, the best two performers are ADSAILS-AUTO and ADSAILS-RANK, as
highlighted in bold. Similar observations are obtained for other CPU
times.
We now compare the performance of ADSAILS-AUTO with the one of
ACS-TDOP (Verbeeck et al., 2014). We use the same CPU time of ACS-TDOP
(adjusted by SuperPi) to run our proposed algorithms. From Table 13,
three algorithms, ADILS-RAND, ADILS-AUTO and ADSAILS-AUTO, outperform ACS-
TDOP in terms of BEST (% GAP) values. On the other hand, ACS-TDOP pro-
duces better values in terms of AVERAGE (% GAP). In general, our proposed
algorithms are comparable with ACS-TDOP. Although we use the same
CPU time, ACS-TDOP as a population-based algorithm takes the advantage
of a multiple-thread computer while ours is only a single solution al-
gorithm with a single-thread computer.
The results of ADSAILS-AUTO with the ones of ACS-TDOP are shown in
Table 14. For small instances (datasets 1–3), both are able to obtain the
optimal solutions. For the dataset with the largest number of nodes
(dataset 7), ADSAILS-AUTO outperforms ACS-TDOP in terms of the values of
BEST (% GAP). On the other hand, ACS-TDOP performs better in terms of
AVERAGE (% GAP) on all data sets except dataset 3. We also run additional
experiments for ADSAILS-AUTO up to 30 runs in order to show the con-
sistency of its performance. It turns out that the values of BEST (% GAP)
and AVERAGE (% GAP) of ADSAILS-AUTO are even better: 0.78 and 1.65, re-
spectively. We then conclude that ADSAILS-AUTO is comparable to ACS-TDOP.
4.3.2. TOPTW results
Table 15 summarizes results of our proposed algorithms with dif-
ferent strategies and CPU times. For all algorithms, the larger the CPU
time, the better values of BEST (% GAP) and AVERAGE (% GAP) are. For
diﬀerent CPU times, ADSAILS dominates ADILS in terms of BEST (% GAP)
values. ADSAILS-AUTO produces the best value of BEST (% GAP) for every CPU
time. In terms of values of AVERAGE (% GAP), ADILS-AUTO is the best per-
former. In conclusion, by using the ﬁtness proportionate selection
strategy, both ADSAILS-AUTO and ILS-AUTO perform very well. The second
best selection strategy is the Random Selection strategy: ADSAILS-RAND
and ADSAILS-RAND. We also conclude that the proposed framework,
ADOPT, enhances the performance of ILS and SAILS in solving both
TDOP and TOPTW. By combining both parameter tuning and adaptive
operator ordering, we can show that the results are better than those of
ADILS-FIX and ADSAILS-FIX that can be treated as algorithms with parameter
tuning only (without implementing adaptive operator ordering).
The comparisons of our proposed algorithms and the state-of-the-art
algorithms are summarized in Table 16. We run experiments by refer-
ring to three diﬀerent CPU times used by ITERILS (Vansteenwegen et al.,
2009), ACS-TOPTW (Montemanni et al., 2011) and I3CH (Hu & Lim, 2014).
Take note that ACS-TOPTW (Montemanni et al., 2011) is executed in 5
runs, while ITERILS and I3CH are only run once. We only compare two
ordering strategies: random selection and ﬁtness proportionate selec-
tion strategies.
In order to compare our results with those of single-run algorithms,
ITERILS and I3CH, we consider the average results of our multiple runs
with their single-run results although we still show the values of AVERAGE
(% GAP) in Table 16. Both ADILS-AUTO and ADSAILS-AUTO outperform ITERILS.
Table 9
Parameter values of ADSAILS.







α [0.1,0.9] [0.5,0.9] (0.75)a [0.5,0.9] (0.9)a
T0 [100,1000] [500,1000] (1000)a [750,1000] (750)a
MAXINNERLOOP [50,100] (50)a (50)a




ADILS and ADSAILS with random selection ADILS-RAND & ADSAILS-RAND
ADILS and ADSAILS with rank-based selection ADILS-RANK & ADSAILS-RANK
ADILS and ADSAILS with ﬁtness proportionate selection ADILS-AUTO & ADSAILS-AUTO
ADILS and ADSAILS with ﬁxed sequence ADILS-FIX & ADSAILS-FIX
Table 11
Performance of the proposed algorithms on the TDOP instances with respect to
the optimal solutions.






















ADILS-RAND 2.21 3.99 1.46 2.86 1.22 2.46 0.98 1.84
ADILS-RANK 2.54 4.30 1.56 2.80 1.27 2.40 0.96 1.93
ADILS-AUTO 2.25 3.99 1.60 2.99 1.33 2.47 0.98 1.87
ADILS-FIX 2.62 4.01 1.70 2.99 1.46 2.60 1.01 2.12
ADILS-AP 2.83 5.32 2.11 3.47 1.78 2.98 1.34 2.69
ADSAILS-RAND 1.93 3.30 1.55 2.82 1.51 2.37 1.11 1.92
ADSAILS-RANK 1.87 3.37 1.51 2.50 1.39 2.24 1.03 1.90
ADSAILS-AUTO 1.53 3.22 1.16 2.51 1.10 2.21 0.94 1.83
ADSAILS-FIX 1.90 3.42 1.61 2.70 1.71 2.53 1.16 1.94
ADSAILS-AP 2.67 4.88 1.86 3.22 1.74 2.83 1.22 2.54
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The AVERAGE (% GAP) values (3.18% and 3.19%, respectively) are lower
than 3.50%. Our results of ADSAILS-RAND and ADSAILS-AUTO (0.87% and
0.71%, respectively) are slightly worse than the one of I3CH (0.69%).
Results shown in the last two columns of Table 16 indicate that our
proposed algorithms especially ADSAILS-RAND and ADSAILS-AUTO outperform
ACS-TOPTW.
Finally, we compare ADSAILS-AUTO results with the ones of the original
SAILS (Gunawan et al., 2015b) based on I3CH’s CPU times. The original
SAILS is an algorithm without the ADOPT framework. SAILS obtains
0.57% and 1.36% for BEST (% GAP) and AVERAGE (% GAP), respectively,
while ADSAILS-AUTO obtains 0.54% and 0.71%. We improve the solutions
Fig. 4. Algorithms results showing the impacts of diﬀerent CPU times.
Table 12
Performance of the proposed algorithms on the TDOP instances per dataset.
Dataset Metric Algorithm
ADILS-RAND ADILS-RANK ADILS-AUTO ADILS-FIX ADSAILS-RAND ADSAILS-RANK ADSAILS-AUTO ADSAILS-FIX
1 BEST (% GAP) 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.53 0.53 0.26 0.83
AVERAGE (% GAP) 0.53 0.37 0.58 0.41 1.27 1.32 1.18 1.38
2 BEST (% GAP) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AVERAGE (% GAP) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 BEST (% GAP) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AVERAGE (% GAP) 0.19 0.13 0.30 0.09 0.39 0.30 0.43 0.53
4 BEST (% GAP) 4.97 5.90 5.46 6.65 4.13 3.99 3.60 3.66
AVERAGE (% GAP) 9.07 10.16 9.34 10.33 7.08 7.70 7.10 7.34
5 BEST (% GAP) 4.32 3.87 4.66 5.31 5.25 5.06 2.64 3.95
AVERAGE (% GAP) 7.45 6.94 7.32 7.06 7.37 7.44 6.65 6.65
6 BEST (% GAP) 1.90 2.68 2.18 1.50 1.28 0.91 0.98 1.60
AVERAGE (% GAP) 3.85 4.07 3.58 3.00 2.76 2.47 2.54 2.66
7 BEST (% GAP) 5.09 5.51 4.20 5.86 4.04 4.21 3.52 4.15
AVERAGE (% GAP) 8.13 9.01 7.98 8.03 6.20 6.29 6.18 6.71
Table 13
Performance of the proposed algorithms on the TDOP instances based on ACS-
TDOP’s CPU times.











Comparison between ADSAILS-AUTO and ACS-TDOP with equal CPU time.
Dataset Metric Algorithm
ACS-TDOP ADSAILS-AUTO
1 BEST (% GAP) 0.00 0.00
AVERAGE (% GAP) 0.17 0.50
2 BEST (% GAP) 0.00 0.00
AVERAGE (% GAP) 0.00 0.00
3 BEST (% GAP) 0.00 0.00
AVERAGE (% GAP) 0.20 0.13
4 BEST (% GAP) 1.84 1.38
AVERAGE (% GAP) 2.76 3.08
5 BEST (% GAP) 1.20 1.78
AVERAGE (% GAP) 1.40 4.27
6 BEST (% GAP) 0.26 0.51
AVERAGE (% GAP) 0.78 1.38
7 BEST (% GAP) 3.09 2.47
AVERAGE (% GAP) 3.94 4.47
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of the original SAILS by implementing ADOPT. We are not able to
compare with the original ILS (Gunawan et al., 2015a), since it was
only applied to the OPTW.
Based on the entire experiments with diﬀerent CPU times, we dis-
cover 11 new best known (BK) solutions, as shown in Table 17.
Table 18 provides the details of all new solutions. Hence, our work
serves as benchmark for future studies. Nine out of 11 new best known
solutions are from benchmark instances with the number of paths m =
2 and 3. We further improve two best known solutions obtained by
SAILS (Gunawan et al., 2015b): pr02 (m= 3) from 943 to 945 and r112
(m = 4) from 972 to 974.
4.3.3. Sensitivity analysis of ADOPT
In this section, we study the behavior of each process of ADOPT. It is
important to investigate the performance of each process and their
combinations. These experiments allow us to analyze the eﬀects exerted
by the processes. We make use of the same training TOPTW instances
used in Section 4.2.1. We consider four diﬀerent scenarios, as listed in
Table 19. Each scenario is run 30 times with CPU=10 s. For scenarios
without parameter tuning (DOE), the parameter values are set ran-
domly. For the ones with the adaptive operator ordering process, we
use the ﬁtness proportionate selection since it performs best compared
with others. When the adaptive operator ordering process is not im-
plemented, we then use the ﬁxed sequence strategy (Gunawan et al.,
2015a, 2015b), ADILS-FIX (Gunawan et al., 2015a) and ADSAILS-FIX
(Gunawan et al., 2015b).
The last two columns of Table 19 summarize the results of our ex-
periments. We can see that, on average, implementing either parameter
tuning or adaptive operator ordering process alone leads us to better
solutions than not implementing it. The performance of the algorithm
with the adaptive operator ordering process is slightly better than that
of the algorithm with the parameter tuning process only. For example,
AVERAGE (% GAP) of ILS with parameter tuning is around 2.72% while the
one of ILS with adaptive operator ordering is 2.46%. The performance
of applying both processes as proposed in our framework is much better
than the ones of other three scenarios. Namely, ILS and SAILS obtain
2.53% and 2.10%, respectively, in terms of AVERAGE (% GAP) values.
Hence we show experimentally that our ADOPT framework strengthen
the performance of algorithms considerably than each process will
bring.
We also run additional experiments by selecting several combina-
tions of two operators for ILS and SAILS, SWAP1+ INSERT, SWAP2+ INSERT,
SWAP1+ REPLACE and SWAP2+ REPLACE. Note that we still need to include
either INSERT or REPLACE since only both of them can change the objective
function value. On average, the values of AVERAGE (% GAP) are 5.32%,
6.23%, 5.24% and 4.98%, respectively. We can conclude that none of
partial non-adaptive operators sequence performs better than the
ADOPT version.
Finally, we conclude that our twin process of parameter tuning and
adaptive operator ordering performs very well compared with its in-
dividual processes. It is also comparable to the state-of-the-art algo-
rithms. By tuning parameters, we actually focus on a promising range of
values of important parameters of the target algorithms, ILS and SAILS.
Good parameter settings have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the performance of
an algorithm (Hutter et al., 2011). The second process which is an ex-
tension of the idea of Adaptive Operator Selection (AOS), focuses on
generating the sequence of Local Search operators. Since our Local
Search consists of several operators, some dependencies and interac-
tions among operators can be captured (Hu & Lim, 2014; Misir et al.,
2015). This hybridization allows us to combine their strengths in order
to improve the performance of our target algorithms.
5. Conclusions
We propose a framework, namely ADOPT, to enhance the perfor-
mance of metaheuristics in solving two variants of the Orienteering
Problem (OP), namely Time Dependent OP (TDOP) and Team OP with
Time Windows (TOPTW). ADOPT consists of two main processes: the
Design Of Experiment (DOE) process for determining the best para-
meter conﬁguration and the ADOPT process for generating the se-
quence of Local Search operators. This hybridization provides us an
opportunity to combine the strengths of both processes, DOE and
ADOPT, in order to improve the performance of our target algorithms.
By applying the ADOPT framework to two metaheuristics, Iterated
Local Search (ILS) and a hybridization of Simulated Annealing and
Iterated Local Search (SAILS), we demonstrate how benchmark TDOP
and TOPTW instances can be solved eﬃciently. We show experimen-
tally that SAILS with the ﬁtness proportionate selection strategy is the
best performer in solving the benchmark instances. We are able to
discover 11 new best known solutions for the benchmark TOPTW in-
stances. We conclude that SAILS with the ﬁtness proportionate selection
strategy is competitive and comparable to the state-of-the-art algo-
rithms. We also conclude that our twin process of parameter tuning and
adaptive operator ordering performs very well compared with an in-
dividual process, either DOE or ADOPT.
Table 15
Performance of the proposed algorithms on the TOPTW instances with respect
to the best known/optimal solutions.





















ADILS-RAND 3.32 4.07 2.97 3.68 2.45 3.17 2.06 2.84
ADILS-RANK 4.08 4.48 2.92 3.41 2.73 3.17 2.51 2.94
ADILS-AUTO 3.30 4.02 2.56 3.30 2.33 3.08 2.17 2.83
ADILS-FIX 3.54 4.58 2.92 3.69 2.47 3.22 2.18 2.83
ADSAILS-RAND 3.25 4.55 2.53 3.53 2.28 3.20 1.78 2.64
ADSAILS-RANK 3.59 4.52 2.86 3.60 2.51 3.18 2.05 2.73
ADSAILS-AUTO 3.20 4.50 2.38 3.50 2.28 3.23 1.85 2.67
ADSAILS-FIX 3.43 4.34 2.57 3.26 2.39 3.09 1.97 2.53
Table 16
Performance of the proposed algorithms on the TOPTW instances based on the
state-of-the-art algorithms’ CPU times.

















ADILS-RAND 2.29 3.28 1.48 2.10 1.44 2.02
ADILS-AUTO 2.25 3.18 1.54 2.20 1.27 2.04
ADSAILS-RAND 2.08 3.65 0.68 0.87 0.60 1.18
ADSAILS-AUTO 1.80 3.19 0.54 0.71 0.47 1.20
State-of-the-art
algorithm








New best known solutions on the TOPTW instances.
Instance m Old BK New BK Instance m Old BK New BK
r205 2 1380 1397 pr03 3 1010 1011
rc207 2 1587 1601 pr13 3 1145 1149
rc208 2 1691 1692 pr15 3 1654 1662
pr15 2 1219 1227 r112 4 972 974
pr19 2 1034 1041 pr03 4 1232 1233
pr02 3 943 945
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We believe that our framework is capable in improving the per-
formance of other LS-based metaheuristics. Speciﬁcally for OPs, addi-
tional requirements for the TDOP, such as allowing a ﬂeet of vehicles,
including time windows and adding stochastic travel and service times,
will increase the complexity of the algorithm, and our framework
provides a mechanism for improving the underlying algorithm’s per-
formance. Some other possible research directions, such as setting the
learning rate adaptively, comparing our method with other reinforce-
ment learning methods. Finally, applying our framework to other
combinatorial optimization problems, would be interesting research
areas.
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